The role of sulfides in stress-induced changes of Eh in Escherichia coli cultures.
Real-time monitoring of the state of bacterial cultures is important in both experiment and biotechnology. Using Eh and sulfide sensors, we demonstrated that the abrupt reversible reduction in Eh (Eh jump), occurring during transition of E. coli from exponential growth to starvation and antibiotic-induced stresses, is the result of sulfide excretion from the cells. Changes in the potential of sensors had a two-phase mode. The potential reduced within 10-15min and returned within 10-30min. In the parental strain, maximum amplitudes of Eh jumps (ΔEh) were 25±2mV, 57±6mV and 36±7mV under isoleucine starvation, glucose depletion and ciprofloxacin exposure that corresponded to 43±3nM, 96±5nM and 140±1nM of sulfide, respectively. In the glutathione-deficient mutant (ΔgshA), ΔEh values and sulfide concentration increased 1.5-4 times compared to the parent. Stress-induced sulfide excretion occurred in the background of inhibition of growth and respiration and a decrease in the membrane potential. The formation of sulfide caused by cysteine desulfurization may be related with maintaining of cysteine homeostasis under conditions of slow metabolism. There was a close relationship between transmembrane fluxes of sulfide, cysteine and glutathione.